
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Enterprise Social Computing  

Web 2.0 at Work: Departmental Use Cases 

I know that you are interested in more specific ideas for how to put Enterprise 2.0 to 

work for you, here are some thought starters that may be helpful: 

 
HR: 

• Imagine a company-wide wiki organizational chart that anyone could update (who makes 
updates would be tracked of course). Now it's in the hands of every employee, not that one 
poor soul tasked with maintaining org charts, to make sure their name, title and place in the 
organization is correct. Power to the people, and HR just took one thing off their plate! 

• How about an internal Careers blog or set of blogs that provides points of view and 
advice on career management at your company? The good and the ugly may come out, 
but it's not going to be anything that employees aren't already saying or emailing to one 
another. At least now you know and even better you can act based on what you learn. 

• Think about the power of a recruiting mash-up that mashes together job postings, 
candidate profiles and company benefits. Your interviewers are more productive because 
they can more easily answer candidates' questions or proactively provide information to 
them. 

• HR’s focus on your company’s people gives it a tremendous opportunity to be at the center 
of the people-driven Enterprise 2.0 wave. You can start the dialogue with the executive 
suite about how decision-making and innovation can be transformed. Start with an Idea 
Factory community where employees can freely share ideas using wikis, blogs and 
discussion forums, and see what happens!  

Finance: 

• Imagine giving all the executives in your company the ability to create their own 
personalized financial dashboards for the businesses they run.  Rather than providing fixed 
reporting views that are hard to change, executives could drag and drop various reporting 
widgets (pre-connected to data sources) onto a web-based workspace and create custom 
mashup dashboards on the fly. The benefits of this move to user-centric financial 
reporting? Improved executive decision making and better ROI from your business 
intelligence investments. 

• The quarterly budgeting process will never be the same after you two-dot-oh it! Rather than 
emailing last quarter’s budget in spreadsheet attachments to your team, what if you could 
get everyone to collaborate on the same page, by simply sending out a URL to a pre-
loaded wiki-based workspace. This workspace would allow team members to comment, 
edit entries, upload related documents or collaboratively drill into individual line items – all 



 

the while, capturing everyone’s input and making budget planning easier, faster, and dare 
we say it, more fun! 

• Financial controllers in your organization likely spend long days at each end-of-quarter 
rolling up revenue and cost information from scattered documents – talk about information 
overload! What if all the authors of this P&L information, such as sales people and line-of-
business executives, could share documents so that the most up-to-date information is 
easily findable by controllers, months later?  Good news! With tagging and social search 
technologies, the P&L owners can tag financially relevant documents with meaningful 
keywords.  Tagging and other related user actions (e.g. opening a document) impact the 
relative ranking of these documents for social search engines, allowing controllers to 
quickly search and find the most relevant documents for their needs. 

• For many large companies the finance function includes asset management, treasury and 
trading operations. Trading desks, in particular, can benefit from mashup-based trade 
optimization applications.  Mashups leverage the capabilities of rich Web 2.0 UI technology 
(such as Ajax) to access distributed and remote resources, bring data and analytics 
together in a consistent way, and present it all in a familiar and interactive front-end for 
traders.  And mashups can easily be extended, for example to add instant messaging 
feedback loops between traders. 

Marketing: 

• Are you interested in engaging customers in a two-way conversation about your products 
or services? Blogs are the perfect vehicle for doing just that! And there is no limit to how far 
you can go – you could have a few, tightly controlled corporate blogs managed by 
“overseers” to spread the official corporate messages or you can harness the creativity of 
your own employees and let a thousand blogs bloom to spread the word.  Either way, most 
companies are finding the blogosphere an effective, low-cost marketing medium to build 
increased awareness, acquire and retain customers, tap into customer insights and drive 
more sales. 

• Competitive analysis is often a core marketing function but staying on top of fast-moving 
competitors and providing timely information to salespeople is a challenge.  What if 
everyone in your company could participate in providing competitive information? Sales, 
Service, Support and other market-facing functions likely all have nuggets about 
competitors. By creating a collaborative, wiki-based workspace that is open to all 
employees, Marketing can tap into key competitive information regardless of where it 
resides and instantly alert sales via email or RSS notifications. 

• Understanding your customer base is critical for success.  But finding and aggregating all 
relevant internal and external information is time-consuming and keeping it all up-to-date is 
almost impossible.  Mashups allow marketers to aggregate, synthesize and act upon all the 
different information they need to meet their customers’ needs.  Mashups can bring 
together enterprise data from systems such as portals, CRM and ERP applications, 
combine this with external data such as RSS feeds from blogs and news sites, and blend in 
ad hoc content from wikis, word documents and others. The result is a dynamically 
refreshed 360-degree view of the customer.   

• How do you know all those materials you produce to support Sales are actually useful? 
Would you like a dynamic feedback loop to know which marketing assets the sales force 
values the most? By providing social bookmarking and tagging capabilities to your sales 
community, you can track which content and which topics are most in demand by viewing 
the communities’ tag cloud over time.  It’s a dead-simple, real-time feedback loop to what 
sales values and which topics your future content planning should focus on. 

R&D: 

• Looking to accelerate your product development output? If you are in a highly competitive, 
IP-driven industry (pharmaceuticals and high-tech are two that come to mind), then 
consider creating social networks that share data and ideas interactively with the scientific 



 

community or customers relevant to your industry.  Although some initially balk at this 
“open sourcing” of proprietary ideas, companies from consumer goods to pharmaceuticals 
to banking are using “innovation communities” to drive new product development at rates 
far above their industry norms.  

• Are you still using focus groups as the primary way to glean customer requirements? How 
1990’s of you! Now you can engage customers with highly personalized user experiences 
on your web site – think customer comments on product blogs or an open wiki workspace 
for customer product feedback. Many companies, particularly those that sell to consumers, 
are also monitoring their brand on the blogosphere to gauge customer likes and dislikes.  
RSS feeds from key blogs provide a way for product managers to stay on top of relevant 
sources of customer feedback.  

• Internal product teams can benefit from the use of wikis and blogs to augment existing 
collaboration tools based on portals or content management.  Wikis enable mass 
collaboration so everyone is on the same page and can contribute or consume content with 
a holistic understanding of the context. Blogs encourage informal conversations that 
continue where meetings and hallway conversations leave off.  The result is faster 
dissemination of ideas, broader access to best practices and improved cohesiveness of 
virtual teams.  

• Managing information overload is a big challenge for R&D. Try using social bookmarking 
and tagging technologies to help employees better manage their information, easily share 
relevant content with colleagues and quickly find experts on a given topic.  Social 
bookmarking and tagging coupled with a social search engine can improve search results 
and actually improve findability as more people and more content become part of the 
community. Now that is what I call scalability! 
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